
The Unofficial Persecution

Reflecting aloud on the global  ideology now in fashion, we cannot recognize certain
patterns.  These  patterns  are  based  on  democratic  principles.  Choices  are  therefore
made in accordance with the respect of any human right. Under this way of thinking, the
officially  persecuted individuals  become the  subject  of  social  benefits  and  power  is
progressively delegated to them.

As this officially persecuted minorities become the new regime of decision makers, the
ethical ground of society black-out. The black-out is generated by turning this minority
into  a  majority  refusing  the  collaboration  of  the  other,  excluding  any  other  way  of
thinking and acting also at the political level. This monopoly turns inevitably persecution
around.

The  former  persecutors  have  by  now  become  the  official  persecuted.  The  former
persecuted have become the official persucutors. Under this swap of polarity however
we can find it necessary to highlight a third dimension. We have been purposely talking
thus  far  about  official  persecuted  and  persecutors.  Within  this  polarity  there  both
ambivalently retain their potential of persecuting the other.

Unofficially  however,  in  the  battle  between the  official  persecutors  and  the  official
persecuted swapping their roles throughout history, it is possible to identify what we
can call the real persecuted, the ones who live at the margins of this constant battle and
who continuosly  suffer  from it.  These unoficcialy  persecuted humans live  up to the
staged fighiting of rumourous individuals.

We ought to recognize then is not so much the natural inclination of a person to migrate
or to love someone of the same sex and so forth, but rather their adherence to one of
the other beast staging the political fight. The authentic persecuted, in his stoic silent,
retains in fact the potential to bring forward a real alternative to the political  battle
logorating the human race. This authentic persecuted is the one who comes out to solve
the devastating conflict of the official persecutors and the official persecuted resulting
into total war.


